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Autosomal recessive progressive external ophthalmoplegia (PEO) is one clinical disorder associated with
multiple mitochondrial DNA deletions and can be caused by missense mutations in POLG, the gene
encoding the mitochondrial DNA polymerase gamma. Mitochondrial neurogastrointestinal
encephalomyopathy (MNGIE) is another autosomal recessive disorder associated with PEO and multiple
deletions of mitochondrial DNA in skeletal muscle. In several patients this disorder is caused by loss of
function mutations in the gene encoding thymidine phosphorylase (TP). We report a recessive family with
features of MNGIE but no leukoencephalopathy in which two patients carry three missense mutations in
POLG, of which two are novel mutations (N846S and P587L). The third mutation was previously reported as
a recessive POLG mutation (T251I). This finding indicates the need for POLG sequencing in patients with
features of MNGIE without TP mutations.
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Progressive external ophthalmoplegia (PEO) is a common

sign in mitochondrial disorders and often co-occurs with

other variable disease features. One form of PEO is

associated with multiple deletions of mitochondrial DNA

(mtDNA) in skeletal muscle.1 These mtDNA deletions are

secondary to an inherited disorder of mtDNA maintenance

caused by a defect in a nuclear gene. In recent years, defects

in different nuclear genes have been identified that

predispose to both dominant and recessive forms of PEO

associated with multiple mtDNA deletions. Dominant PEO

can be caused by mutations in the genes encoding the

heart/skeletal muscle isoform of the adenine nucleotide

translocator (ANT1),2 the novel mitochondrial protein

Twinkle (C10orf2)3 and the mtDNA polymerase gamma

(POLG).4 Autosomal recessive PEO can be caused by

mutations in POLG.4 –6 So far mutations in the gene

encoding thymidine phosphorylase (TP) have been exclu-

sively found in patients with mitochondrial neurogastroin-

testinal encephalomyopathy (MNGIE).7 MNGIE patients

typically have severe gastrointestinal manifestations in-

cluding recurrent vomiting and intestinal pseudo-obstruc-

tion, peripheral neuropathy, ophthalmoplegia, ptosis and

cachexia. Various laboratory findings are reported, includ-

ing leukoencephalopathy on brain MRI.8 Here, we report

the finding of recessive missense mutations in POLG in two

sisters with a clinical phenotype undistinguishable from

MNGIE.
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The detailed clinical and laboratory features were

described elsewhere.9 Briefly, at age 15 years both patients

had onset of gastrointestinal symptoms including chronic

pseudo-obstruction. On examination, they had PEO,

axonal sensory ataxic neuropathy, muscle weakness and

cachexia. Brain MRI was normal. Muscle biopsy demon-

strated few ragged red fibers, cytochrome c oxidase

negative fibers, decreased enzymatic activities of respira-

tory chain complexes I and IV, depletion of mtDNA and

multiple mtDNA deletions. Direct sequencing revealed

homozygosity for a common polymorphism in TP but no

pathogenic mutations and enzymatic TP activity in

leukocytes was normal.9 The pedigree of the recessive

family is shown in Figure 1a.

In both the patients, pathogenic mutations in TP had

been excluded previously.9 The fact that axonal predomi-

nantly sensory peripheral neuropathy is common in

recessive PEO patients with POLG mutations,6 prompted

us to analyze POLG. Sequencing of all coding POLG exons

using flanking intronic primers4 in the proband (II.4)

revealed the presence of three single-base changes. One

mutation in exon 3 (c.752C-T), predicting the amino-

acid substitution T251I, has already been reported in four

Italian compound heterozygote recessive PEO patients of

three unrelated families, while absent in Italian control

individuals.5 The other two mutations, in exons 10

(c.1760C-T) and 16 (c.2591A-T), are novel and predict

P587L and N864S substitutions, respectively. Segregation

of the mutations within the family is depicted in Figure 1a.

DNA from the deceased affected sister (II.1) had to be

recovered from paraffin-embedded tissue and we were only

able to demonstrate the presence of T251I in this patient.

The occurrence of N864S in her unaffected son (III.1, aged

24 years), however, demonstrated that she is an obligate

carrier of this mutation. The unaffected grandmother (I.2)

and grandson (III.1) are heterozygote carriers of N864S,

indicating that N864S is in trans with the other two

mutations, T251I and P587L. The cis configuration of

T251I and P587L is confirmed by their heterozygous

appearance in the unaffected granddaughter (III.2, aged

12 years). The segregation in the family is consistent with

the recessive nature of the three POLG mutations with the

two patients being compound heterozygotes. All three

mutations (T251I, P587L and N864S) were absent in 280

control chromosomes (90 Belgian and 50 Danish healthy

control individuals). Belgian controls were examined using

Figure 1 (a) Segregation analysis of POLG mutations. Squares represent males, circles represent females, filled symbols represent
affected individuals and slashed symbols represent deceased individuals. Alleles/haplotypes between brackets were reconstructed
from the pedigree data. (b) Position of mutant residues in POLG and amino-acid sequence alignment, showing evolutionary
conservation of altered residues.
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the pyrosequencing technique,10 whereas Danish controls

were tested by restriction enzyme digestion (T251I destroys

a BsrI site, P587L creates an XmnI site and N864S creates a

Bsp1286I site). The three mutations apparently have a low

frequency in the population examined (o0.36%) and thus

are rare polymorphisms. All three mutations in this family

alter evolutionary conserved residues (Figure 1b). Since

there are currently no methods available for studying the

functional effects of POLG mutations in vivo, we cannot

reach a conclusion about the pathogenic nature of the

three POLG mutations. Also, we cannot exclude that either

all three POLG mutations or one of the two possible trans

combinations contribute to the phenotype in the patients.

Our finding expands the clinical spectrum of recessive

POLG mutations since severe gastrointestinal features

caused by dysmotility and dilation have not been encoun-

tered previously in recessive PEO patients with POLG

mutations 5,6 while they are prominent manifestations of

MNGIE caused by TP mutations.8,11 The more severe

phenotype in the present family versus previously described

recessive PEO patients with POLG mutations might result

from a greater functional impairment of POLG induced by

the three mutations together. Also, depending on the

location of the mutation within POLG a more or less severe

effect on POLG functioning may result. In this respect, it is

worth mentioning that N864S involves a highly conserved

sequence block close to the POLG polymerase motif A, and

that T251I is located between the POLG exonuclease motifs

I and II (Figure 1b). Data from the current literature show

that the clinical phenotype of recessive PEO patients with

POLG mutations is quite heterogeneous. Common features

include PEO and axonal sensory neuropathy but associated

features are quite variable, including sensory ataxia,

cardiomyopathy, retinopathy, sensorineural hearing loss,

thalamic lesions, muscle dystrophy, facial diplegia, dysar-

thria and dysphagia.5,6 This protean presentation of

recessive POLG mutations contrasts with the apparently

homogeneous clinical picture of MNGIE, which is caused

by mutations in TP.8 Only the absence of leukoencephalo-

pathy on brain MRI could distinguish our patients from

those with TP mutations. However, in earlier descriptive

studies on MNGIE, leukoencephalopathy was not an

inclusion criterion.11 On the other hand, leukoencephalo-

pathy has not yet been encountered in patients with POLG

mutations,5,6,12 and it has been suggested that in MNGIE

patients leukoencephalopathy could be related to the role

that TP plays in glial cell proliferation or cortical neuron

trophism, which is unrelated to the effect of TP on

nucleotide metabolism.7 If further studies on TP and POLG

in patients with recessive PEO or MNGIE characterized

by multiple mtDNA deletions would confirm these data,

brain MRI could be used as a noninvasive test to diff-

erentiate patients with TPmutations from those with POLG

mutations.
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